MendaPump.com
The MENDA brand name is recognized around the world as the “standard” for finger touch liquid dispensing. MENDA is
famous for its high performance line of “dish type” liquid dispenser pumps and bottles, which are widely used in beauty,
industrial electronics assembly, clean room and medical applications.

Pumps

Probes / Spudgers
Continuity Testers

Dispensers

Flux Bottles

ESD Bottles

ESD Vacuums

Fume Extractors

Workbench
Accessories

Specialty Tools

Liquid Dispensers

MENDA is more than just a dispenser pump and bottle company. The MENDA product offering includes specialty tools,
such as Circuitracers®, Probes, Spudgers, ESD Vacuums, Workstation Organizers, ESD Brushes, Fume Extractors,
Specialty Vinyl Sealed Products, Identification Badge Holders and more!

Specialty Vinyl

ESD Tool Roll-Up Pouch

ESD Cup & Brushes

ESD Workstation Organizers

ESD Lotion

Custom
Products
ESD Solutions

ID Badge Holders
& Accessories

Document Holders

Contact Us!

TronexTools.com
Established in 1982, Tronex is a designer and manufacturer of precision hand cutting tools and pliers, in addition to offering
wire strippers and tweezers. Tronex strives to deliver a complete solution to quality inspection and repair/rework needs.

Precision
Hand Tools

Tronex precision hand tools are preferred by users in sectors including electronics manufacturing, medical device manufacturing and jewelry making. These tools are distributed within all leading industrial countries of the world.

Cutters

Pliers

Tweezers

Wire Strippers

EasyBraidCo.com

Rework &
SMT Supplies

Established in 1989, EasyBraid is a manufacturer of supplies and equipment used in the PCB assembly industry. We strive
to deliver a complete solution to quality inspection and repair/rework needs. EasyBraid’s desoldering braid is manufactured
using environmentally safe chemicals and processed in our Minnesota facility. It is made of clean, oxide-free copper and
contains increased surface area (more copper) per square inch, for economical and consistent results. We also offer a wide
range of products that include stencil rolls and solder soakers.

CONTACT US

Desoldering Braid

Stencil Rolls

Request a Sample or Demo!
No-charge samples of our products are
available for testing/review purposes for
qualified applications.
Dale Robinson
Production Solutions Associates
cdalerobinson@gmail.com
(404) 598-6059
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